SECRET 0623432
PARU INFO DIR CITE WAVE 8626
KEYWAY PBURMEN UNSNAFU
REF: PARI 1772 (IN 7449)

WAVE FILES SHOW FOLL CARD INFO ONLY:

1. ONE ROBERTO (FERNANDEZ) RETAMAR DESCRIBED AS ARGENTINE
NATIONAL WHO VIOLENTLY ANTI-AMERICAN AND HIGHLY SUSPICIOUS PERSON.
(OFP 8778, 18 OCT 60) FRENCH FORMIN OFFICIAL STATES SUBJ REAL REP
OF CASTRO REGIME IN CUBAN EMB PARIS. (AMEMB, 6 1334, 6/9/60)
SUBJ HEADED CUBAN MISSION TO BRAZIL IN 61 TO ESTABLISH RELATIONS
WITH PRO-CUBAN AND NON-COMMIE INTELLECTUALS. (CS 3/498/971, 18 JAN
62; CS 3/508/458, 30 JAN 62) ALSO SUBJ REPORTEDLY WORKED FOR "LUNES
DE REVOLUCION" AND WAS NOT SUPPORTER OF CASTRO REGIME (AMOT RPT,
AA 1582, 29 MAR 63)

2. ONE FERNANDO (RETAMAR) REPORTED AS EDUCATOR ON CUBAN
TEACHER TOUR IN ARGENTINA TO DEFEND COMMIE REGIME OF CASTRO AND COMBAT
COMING OAS MEETING. (WAVE 148, 20 DEC 61)
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KEYVAY PBUMEN UNSNAFU
REF: PARA 1772 (IN 74449)
WAVE FILES SHOW FOLL CARD INFO ONLY:

1. ONE ROBERTO (FERNANDEZ) RETAMAR DESCRIBED AS ARGENTINE NATIONAL WHO VIOLENTLY ANTI-AMERICAN AND HIGHLY SUSPICIOUS PERSON. (OFF 8770, 18 OCT 60) FRENCH FORMIN OFFICIAL STATES SUBJ REAL REP OF CASTRO REGIME IN CUBAN EMB PARIS. (ANEMB, 6 1334, 6/9/60) SUBJ HEADED CUBAN MISSION TO BRAZIL IN 61 TO ESTABLISH RELATIONS WITH PRO-CUBAN AND NON-COMMIE INTELLECTUALS. (CS 3/496/971, 18 JAN 62; CS 3/588/488, 30 JAN 62) ALSO SUBJ REPORTEDLY WORKED FOR "LUNES DE REVOLUCION" AND WAS NOT SUPPORTER OF CASTRO REGIME (AMOT RPT, AA 1582, 29 MAR 63)

2. ONE FERNANDO (RETAMAR) REPORTED AS EDUCATOR ON CUBAN TEACHER TOUR IN ARGENTINA TO DEFEND COMMIE REGIME OF CASTRO AND COMBAT COMING OAS MEETING. (WAVE 148, 20 DEC 61)